Final Report

Pandemic Pivot Project Team
A Taskforce of the Greater Island Council

Original Purpose
On March 6, 2020, the coronavirus Covid-19 appeared in South Carolina. Local officials
began taking things seriously (cancelling St. Patrick’s Day festivities on Hilton Head Island is
no small thing), and Governor McMaster declared a state of emergency, following President
Trump’s lead. On March 14, Beaufort County saw its first confirmed cases. Schools were
closed, and began shifting to home-based education and food service. Government offices
were closed. By March 17, restaurants were restricted to take out and delivery services. The
RBC Heritage, local beaches, and other businesses would soon feel the impact.
All the while, people kept saying, “When things get back to normal…” as if the pandemic was
something to weather for a short time (as we had with hurricanes in the past), and then put our
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shoulders to the wheel to return things to the way they were. Some members of the Greater
Island Council (GIC) felt that the idea of a “return to normal” was too simplistic a way to
consider our future without recognizing that “normal” would most certainly be redefined. We
couldn’t predict all the changes that may face us, but we knew that change was to be our
constant partner. Therefore, at the GIC Executive Committee meeting of March 26, 2020,
Chair Carlton Dallas announced that a short-term taskforce was being developed to begin to
study some of the pertinent issues, and its purpose was initially described in this way:
The Pandemic Pivot Project Team (PPPT) recognizes that the Covid-19 Pandemic
is having a profound effect on all aspects of life, here in the Lowcountry and
beyond. As people are “sheltering in place,” and non-essential businesses are
shuttered, the creativity of many is astounding. Delivery systems and logistics are
being developed to communicate and do business differently, and investments are
being made which may well sustain these systems after the pandemic is over. In the
future, tele-medicine, education, grocery/restaurant delivery systems,
meetings/conferences, US manufacturing, philanthropy and much more, may not
look exactly the same due to the investments in, new experience with, and even cost
savings that result from these innovations. How should we be planning for the
future given these new realities? How should these factor into the current visioning
and planning being undertaken by government, business and organizations moving
forward? The PPPT hopes to explore these issues, and partner with others to do the
same.
Of course, it is important to note that our work overall is about improving the postpandemic outcomes for our students, residents, businesses and community.
Chair Dallas indicated that Denise Spencer had been named chair of the task force, and
reiterated that it is intended to be a short-term effort, not a permanent committee. Dallas
noted that the intention is that the task force operates as a high-level think tank, incubating
ideas and then providing the suggested topics for both GIC Committees and other
community organizations/groups to drill down as appropriate. Vision Papers for each GIC
committee going forward should include the new changes the pandemic has created in
our world—local vs. broader implications, present changes vs. future changes,
transient change vs. permanent change. Spencer noted that she welcomed everyone’s
thoughts on the topic and how GIC can work with the broader community. It was also
noted that task force participants, just like other GIC committee participants, could be
drawn from those who are not GIC members as a way to draw appropriate talent and
subject knowledge, as well as being a membership recruitment tool.
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The Work Began
We determined we would meet twice a month, and that we would divide the work into two major
categories:
•

The current and future operations of the Greater Island Council itself as modified
due to the pandemic.

•

The identification of some of the new current and future realities of the larger
community, with an eye toward how the Greater Island Council’s structure could be
helpful in providing leadership and or partnership in some specific areas.

We agreed we were not going to work at cross purposes or duplicate any efforts, either those taken
on by committees of the GIC or by other groups in our region. There were in-depth discussions,
significant brainstorming, and obvious concern about the community-at-large was reflected.

Greater Island Council Operations During the Pandemic
With a moratorium on in-person group meetings, it quickly became obvious that the GIC needed to
determine how to continue operations or perhaps face an existential crisis of our own. It was
determined that the two critical areas were:
•

the continuation of meetings, and

•

continued and improved communications

We assisted the GIC to move to Zoom meetings. General membership meetings were moved to
Zoom, and all committees were encouraged to begin meeting again, if they hadn’t already, through
the use of Zoom. Both the Administrator, and the Chair of the Communications Committee, were
willing to provide instruction in the use of the platform, and links to instructional videos were
provided. In addition, the Administrator is maintaining a calendar of meetings and sets up and
launches each general membership and committee meeting. It was also decided that we will
continue to make online attendance in meetings available after in-person meetings are able
to resume, making it easier for those who live off Hilton Head Island, travelers, and those
with health/mobility issues to continue to participate. [Question raised: Will we need to require
members to sign waivers at the time we begin in-person meetings again?]
We also worked closely with the Communications Committee in considering additional ways to
communicate both to the general public and to our membership. The GIC website and “The
Advocate” (our e-newsletter) are the main means of communication, and we encourage all
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committees to provide regular updates for inclusion in the committee section of the website,
and to be prepared to write a brief article for “The Advocate” when called upon.
In addition, the Communications Committee is considering a “Current Issues” section of the
website to provide a consistent place for relevant community concerns to be communicated and
comments sought. A stronger social media presence, designed to drive people to the GIC website
was also advocated. Margaret McManus, Chair of the Communications Committee attended a
meeting, and then Maureen Korzik, member of the Communications Committee, joined the PPPT
to improve the communications between the two groups. Budgetary considerations may come into
play for next year where the Communications Committee is concerned.

Making the Greater Island Council More Effective
For the reasons set out more fully below, the PPPT recommends that the leadership of the Greater
Island Council undertake serious and substantive action to make the organization more effective
and more impactful than it is now. Improved effectiveness is essential if we are to help in bringing
about a better future for our community in the face of increasingly difficult challenges. This
recommendation has no criticism, implied or intended, but is offered only in the spirit of
continuous improvement.
The Covid-19 Pandemic has changed the way people interact and communicate with each other,
and these changes will likely last post-pandemic. Many of the ways the GIC has conducted its
community advocacy could be altered if not abolished, inhibiting our ability to bring about
desirable change.
The Covid-19 Pandemic will change in ways both visible now and as yet unknown as to how
people conduct their lives and conduct their business. The scope of needed actions and subjects for
advocacy will be larger than has been the case in the past. It will be incumbent on GIC to look for
these changes and endeavor to bring about proper and useful response. We have identified an
initial tranche of post-pandemic issues which warrant consideration for action by relevant
committees now, and these are set out in the “Moving Forward” section below.
The Greater Island Council accomplishes the good it does largely by informing and motivating
others to undertake actions and initiatives. Very few things can be accomplished solely within the
resources of the GIC. In the past, GIC representatives worked through “below-the-radar” meetings
and discussions with relevant officials and many good things were accomplished. However, a
review of recent events suggest that this modality is no longer adequate for the challenge we face,
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and that there is a need to communicate more overtly with the larger community to build public
support for needed initiatives.
From time to time it will be necessary for the GIC, functioning somewhat as a regional think
tank, to identify and bring forward important issues before they are generally recognized.
GIC has done this in the past. Examples include the community visioning process for Hilton Head
Island, the U.S. 278 corridor beautification project, and initiation of action leading to the U.S. 278
bridge replacement and corridor modernization project. From time to time it will be necessary for
the GIC to muster community support for difficult critical decisions when elected bodies would
otherwise choose to avoid a decision. This can be done by, among other things, thoughtful issue
analysis and recommendations for reasonable and practical solutions.
Also from time to time it may be incumbent for GIC to serve as an intellectual counterweight
to self-serving special interests which can be expected to propose solutions that benefit their
interests, but which might come at the expense of other segments of our community. A recent
example is Vision Steering Committee input to members of Town Council calling for a mask
ordinance and objecting to the “mask optional” approach of the Chamber’s “Plan Forward.”
GIC procedures, protocols and culture must be changed if the organization is to become more
effective in bringing its advocacy to fruition. The focus must be on becoming more nimble and
more open. Toward this end, the PPPT weighed in on some sections of the bylaws, which are
currently under revision, to provide more flexibility in working with community issues at the
committee-level. The PPPT has already communicated some elements of desirable change to
cognizant GIC entities. These include proposals for:
•

Authorizing and encouraging committee chairs with working more overtly with community
elements when examining issues and developing positions.

•

Providing critical information from committees to members and the public through postings
in specific sections in the GIC website designed for committee information and current
issues information. These are publicly available sections of the website.

The GIC should find ways to take advantage of social media to increase its visibility and alert
citizens to issues. There are undoubtedly other means for improving GIC effectiveness in addition
to those noted above, and it is recommended that they be identified.
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Moving Forward
Through the brainstorming of community issues concurrent with our work on assuring the future
operations of the GIC, a number of issues of importance surfaced. It has never been the purpose of
the PPPT, as a short-term taskforce, to undertake major projects. But as pandemic-related issues
requiring change, more focus, significant planning and/or resources became apparent, we worked
to identify and define them, and our focus has become to communicate these concerns to those
who might be working in such areas. Obviously, the GIC itself has a number of committees in
significant areas of community work, and therefore provides an existing set of working groups
with which our concerns may be shared. It is not our intention to step on the toes of other GIC
committees, or to be prescriptive as to their programs of work, but rather to offer options we see as
having value for their consideration.
There are obviously other community groups, in the form of governmental units, departments,
and programs; nonprofit organizations; clubs and associations; businesses and beyond that may
also be appropriate targets for communication about some of our identified concerns. Once again,
it is not our intention to be prescriptive, but rather helpful to the degree we can. Finally, issues
might be of sufficient importance that they become folded into the planning session for the GIC
to consider as major goals and/or objectives for our work moving forward.
In some cases, we have already moved items forward to GIC committees for their consideration.
This includes:
TOPIC
GIC Communications Recommendations—
new sections in website, larger social media
presence
Civil Conversations (Issues around race and
social justice)
“A Program for Sustained Re-Opening” (a set
of recommendations regarding public health
and safety in the Lowcountry)
Bylaws revision: Article 2.8 (c) and Article 5.3
related to communications and committee
participation
Find ways to attract younger generation to GIC
Chamber needed volunteers to distribute masks
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DISPOSITION
GIC Communications Committee
GIC Executive Committee
GIC Medical Committee
GIC Executive Committee
GIC Membership Committee
General Membership was asked to volunteer if
desired

A myriad of other topics were identified and discussed, and appear in the Appendix which
follows, along with, where available, a recommended landing place for initial communications
regarding these issues.
This report represents the work of the Pandemic Pivot Project Team, whose intention it is to
consider its work completed with the presentation of this report. Team members are listed below.
Denise Spencer, Chair; Jeanne Antonuccio, Vice Chair; Alex Brown; Andy Twisdale; Carlton
Dallas; Cathy McClellan; Jennie Johnson; John Lundin; John Shkor; Luana Graves Sellars; Mary
Briggs; Maureen Korzik; Risa Prince; Sandy West.
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Appendix
Community Communications
TOPIC
The GIC will play a role in being a reliable
source of accurate info regarding the
pandemic. (Pandemic stats? Health care?
Testing? Tele-health? News on local
businesses? Links to factual, verified websites
for members to use? Where to find
assistance—unemployment, jobs, etc.)

DISPOSITION
GIC Communications Committee, with help
from other GIC committees who might HAVE
the required information (Community Skills
Enrichment and Outreach, Government Policy,
Medical, Regional and Technology, etc.). Also
CDC website, Chamber of Commerce,
government agencies

Economy
TOPIC
Opportunities to Revive Tired/Vacant
Commercial Buildings
Eco/Historical Tourism
Impact on tourism overall, and proper balance
between the needs of tourists and the needs of
residents (“How Much is Enough”).
How are service employees/retail employees
being helped?
How to restart the economy during the
coronavirus—concurrently suppress the virus
and mitigate the negative impact on citizen’s
livelihoods

DISPOSITION
GIC VSC Committee
GIC VSC Committee/Specific area NPOs
GIC VSC Committee
GIC Community Skills Enrichment and
Outreach
GIC Government Policy Committee, GIC
Medical Committee, HHI Rotary Club

Education
TOPIC
Meals and after school support for
children/youth, latch key and home schooling
issues, technology availability (broadband,
internet access, parent understanding of
tutoring needs and technology)
Needed volunteers, equipment and supplies
(PPE, cleaning supplies)
How to start school safely?
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DISPOSITION
Beaufort County Schools, GIC Education
Committee, GIC Community Skills
Enrichment and Outreach Committee, GIC
Regional and Technology Committee, local
NPOs
Beaufort County Schools, GIC Education
Committee, GIC Community Skills
Enrichment and Outreach Committee, local
NPOs
Beaufort County Schools, GIC Education
Committee, GIC Medical Committee

Governance
TOPIC
Continuation/modification of “Our Plan”
Input on search, assessment, selection and
onboarding of new HHI Town Manager

DISPOSITION
GIC VSC Committee
GIC VSC Committee

Health/Medicine
TOPIC
Increased use of tele-health
Special needs of the underserved (access, lack
of sick pay, lack of insurance)

DISPOSITION
GIC Medical Committee
GIC Medical Committee, local NPOs, local
healthcare providers

Natural Disasters
TOPIC
Predicted heavy storm season – evacuation
possibilities during pandemic – will residents
refuse to leave out of Covid fears? Be unable
to afford to leave?

DISPOSITION
GIC Government Policy Committee, Beaufort
County, municipalities, nonprofit sector

Technology
TOPIC
Uptick in SCAMS during pandemic
Mediated communications (telephones, email,
Zoom, etc.) – how to improve and best utilize
all services, where they are headed, how to
prepare
Cloud “services” and the value of these to
accomplishment in pandemic times and
beyond—banking, teaming, shopping, work
output and processing, tele-health, etc.
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DISPOSITION
Beaufort County Law Enforcement
GIC Regional and Technology Committee,
local service providers
GIC Regional and Technology Committee,
GIC Medical Committee, local service
providers

Other
TOPIC
World Economic Forum ranked list of
threats/risks for the next 18 months (attached)
Optimizing Covid-19 Response Actions
(Change is constant during this pandemic. We
continually receive revised information about
health, governance issues, education,
EVERYTHING! Therefore, we are never
really finished, and need to be aware and
mindful of the consistent change that may
cause our need for revised responses.)
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DISPOSITION
GIC Committees could each review this
document and determine if any could fall
within their purview and should be prioritized.
GIC Executive Committee and all GIC
Committees.

